ADULT ESTABLISHMENT GUIDELINES

DEFINITION OF AN ADULT ESTABLISHMENT

ZR §12-10 defines an adult establishment as any commercial establishment which features the depiction, description, or display of "specified anatomical areas" or "specified sexual activities" to the degree specified in the text. Adult establishments include:

- adult bookstores,
- adult eating or drinking establishments,
- adult theaters,
- other adult commercial establishments,
- or any combination of the above.

When determining whether a substantial portion of an establishment is devoted to an adult establishment(s), the following factors are to be considered:

1) the amount of floor area and cellar space accessible to the customer and allocated to such establishment, and

2) the percentage of total floor area and cellar space accessible to the customer and allocated to such establishment (("adult" FA accessible to the customer + "adult" cellar space accessible to the customer) / (total FA accessible to the customer)).

When determining whether a substantial portion of an establishment's stock in trade is devoted to specified materials, the following factors are to be considered:

1) the percentage of total stock accessible to the customer that such materials represent (("adult" stock accessible to the customer) / (total stock accessible to the customer)), and

2) the amount of floor area and cellar space accessible to the customer containing such materials, and

3) the percentage of total floor area and cellar space accessible to the customer containing such materials (("adult" FA accessible to the customer + "adult" cellar space accessible to the customer) / (total FA accessible to the customer)).

See definition under ZR §12-10 for further guidance.
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PROHIBITED LOCATIONS

Adult establishments are not permitted in the following districts or locations:

- On the same zoning lot as another adult establishment.
- Residence districts.
- C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6-1, C6-2, or C6-3 zoning districts.
- C6-4, C6-5, C6-6, C6-7, C6-8, C6-9, C7, or C8 zoning districts within 500' of:
  - a church established before April 10, 1995,
  - a school established before April 10, 1995,
  - a residence district,
  - a C1, C2, C3, C4, C5-1, C6-1, C6-2, or C6-3 zoning district,
  - a manufacturing district, other than M1-6M district, in which new residence, new joint living-work quarters for artists, or new loft dwellings are allowed, under the provisions of the zoning resolution, as-of-right or by special permit or authorization, or another adult establishment.
- Manufacturing districts in which residences, joint living-work quarters for artists, or loft dwellings are, under the provisions of the Zoning Resolution, allowed as-of-right or by special permit or authorization.
- In any other manufacturing district within 500' of:
  - a church established before April 10, 1995,
  - a school established before April 10, 1995,
  - a residence district,
  - a C1, C2, C3, C4, C5-1, C6-1, C6-2, or C6-3 zoning district,
  - a manufacturing district, other than M1-6M district, in which new residence, new joint living-work quarters for artists, or new loft dwellings are allowed, under the provisions of the zoning resolution, as-of-right or by special permit or authorization, or another adult establishment.

SIZE LIMITATIONS

- Under no circumstances may an adult establishment exceed in total 10,000 square feet of floor area or cellar space not used for enclosed storage or mechanical equipment.
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SIGN LIMITATIONS

- Accessory business signs for adult establishments are permitted but are subject to the sign regulations otherwise applicable in C1 zoning districts except that the provisions of ZR §32-64 shall not apply.
- The maximum surface area of all accessory business signs for adult establishments shall not exceed, in the aggregate, three times the street frontage of the zoning lot, but in no event more than 150 square feet per establishment, of which no more than 50 square feet may be illuminated, non-flashing signs.
- In manufacturing districts, accessory business signs for adult establishments are not permitted on the roof of any building and are not permitted to extend above curb level at a height of greater than 25 feet.

AMORTIZATION OF ADULT ESTABLISHMENTS (§52-77)

General rule: In all districts, non-conforming adult establishments, including any business signs accessory thereto, shall terminate within one year from October 25, 1995, or from such later date that the adult establishment or sign becomes non-conforming.

Exceptions: Any adult establishment which existed on October 25, 1995, and which conform to all provisions of the Zoning Resolution regarding adult establishments other than paragraphs (c), (d), and (e) of ZR §32-01 or paragraphs (c), (d), and (e) of ZR §42-01 shall not be required to amortize pursuant to ZR §52-77.

The Board of Standards and Appeals may, pursuant to ZR §72-40, extend the time period for amortization of an adult establishment or business sign accessory thereto under specified circumstances.

NON-CONFORMING USES (§52-30):

- A legal non-conforming use may not be changed to a use including an adult establishment, except as provided in Section 32-01 or Section 42-01.